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Abstract 
In this paper， a cubic type curve approximate hysteretic model for steel bridge pier is proposed. Simple equation curves 
are used to express restoring force-displacement relation of steel piers. The hysteretic rules introduced in this model are 
established based on the hysteretic characteristics not only observed from quasi・statictests in past， but also based on 
conducted hybrid tests in this study. A series of quasi-static tests and hybrid tests are conducted using 3 types of 
specimens and 6 accelerograms of s仕ongground motions. By comparing the results of tests and the simulation， it has 
been testified that this cubic curve type model can sirnulate the inelastic hysteresis behavior and earthquake response of 
steel piers in high precise， even in large displacement range where the piers experience local buckling near to coIIapse. 
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1. Introduction 

The Kobe earthquake Japan， in 1995ラ hadexperienced 
extremely economical lost due to delay of the町 gent
suppOli and loss of白nctionof transportation， because of 
the coIIapse of high-way bridges. To maintain the 
function of high-way roadラ theirnprovement of the 
seismic guard of viaduct bridge piers becomes one of 
ve可l1nportantissues. 
Usami et al (1991， 1992， 1993)， Suzuki et al. (1995)， 
Aoki et al. (2007) have been conducted a lot of 
qu出トstatictests to clarifシtheseismic perfonnance of 
steel piers so far. These tests were perfonned under 
increasing cyclic displacelllents， so that the basic 
Ioad-displacement b巴haviorcan be obtained easily. But it 
is very di妊icuItto clari骨theinelastic responses of steel 
piers subjected actual earthquake ground motions by this 
kind of tests. 
The hybrid test， on the other hand， is able to investigate 
the cOlllplicated inelastic responses of steel piers， which 
have been applied by Iemura (1985)， Saizuka (1995)， 
Usami (1995). The hybrid test solves the vibration 
function by computer and measures restoring force of the 
test pier caused by the predicted displacelllents to the test 
model. As results of hybrid test on steel piers， it is very 
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difficuIt to predict the inelastic response of steel pier by 
simplified method， like energy conservation method or 
simulation by perfect elastic-plastic like bi-linear model. 
Suzuki M. et al. (1996) proposed a tri-linear type 
hysteretic model for steel pier， in which some hysteretic 
rules were proposed to introduce the hardening and 
deteriorate characters of steel piers. A few methods based 
on energy absorption were proposed， so far， to predict 
deterioration behavior of peak load point after Iocal 
buckIing. 
Kindaich T. et al (1998) also proposed another tri-linear 
type hysteretic model based on the damage index. The 
damage index indicates the damage level that a steel pier 
suffered in earthquakes. This hysteretic model can 
m廿oducethe deterioration of the stiffness and the peak 
load of steel pier as the synchronous increasing of 
damage index. 
Both of these hysteretic models are established based on 
tri-linear approximation， which cause difference企omthe 
continuous hysteretic curve of steel pier in some regions 
and generate巴汀orin energy absorption accumulating to 
noticeable level. 
On the other hand， Dang 1.巳tal (2009) proposed a 
muIti-curve model for steel pier columns. It was clarified 
by comparing the result of hysteretic model with 



quas討i幽 sはtatic testおs that the polynomial curve 
approximation can high-s 
load-displac巴mentrelation of s坑te巴1pie工Butth巴detailsof 
this model ar巴stillneed r巴vises，and the accuracy of this 
model has not been testified by hybrid tests. 
1n this paper， by revising the multi・curvemodel and 
simplifシ its procedure， the hyst巴retic model that 
expresses the load-displacement relationship of steel pier 
by simple mathematic function curves is proposed. 
To discuss the precision of the hysteresis model using 
cubic curves， a series of quasi-static tests and hybrid tests 
are conducted by large scal巴 loadingsystem in the 
Seismic Resistance Experiment Center (SREC) of Aichi 
Institute ofTechnology. 

2. Cubic curve hysteretic model for steel bridges 
The cubic curve hysteretic model for steel piers is 
constituted ofraising curves and deterioration curves. As 
shown in Figure 1， a raising curve is a part of hysteretic 
curve before peak load， where the gradient (sti曲less)is 
positive. A deterioration curve is a part of a hysteretic 
curve after the peak load， where the gradient (stiffness) is 
negatlve. 

H 

Deterioration Curve 

PeakLoad 
unload 

δ 

Figure 1. The constitution of a hysteretic loop 

2.1. Raising curves 

Many Japanese researchers (Usami T.， 1991， 1992ラ 1993;
Suzuki M. (1995); Iura M.， 1997， ect.) hav.e conducted 
monotonic and cyclic loading tests for steel pier colunms. 
1t was found企omthese tests that， even in difti巴rent
loading pa伽 ms，the nonnalized peak loads (Hmo/Hy) 

and the co町 espondingdisplacements (δmo/δy) of steel 

piers are considered to be almost constant. This 
characteristic is applied as the basic hysteretic rule of the 
cubic curve hysteretic model presented here. 
We define the curves reaching peak load point (0附 Hm)
as “basic curve円ヲ and the curves applied to 
unload-reloading path as "sub c町 ve". A basic curve is 
expressed by a cubic equation of which terminal point is 
the peak load point， and a sub curve is used as a 
quadratic equation of which tenninal point is the 
unloaded po凶.

2.l.1 The basic curve 

The curves numbered as 1， 2 and 4 are basic curves in 
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Fig.2， where the vertical axis i1lustrates th巴 horizontal
force H and the horizontal axis indicates the 
displacement δ. The curve 1 is a hysteresis c旧 ve
loading from the origin point 0 to the peak point 
M(+)(δ即 Hm).1n this figure， The basic curve 1 can be 
approximated by the following cubic type equation. 

H=Keδ+α1δ2+α2δ3 (1) 

whereヲ Ke is the elastic stiffuess. 1n Eq. (1)， the 
parameterα1 and α2 can be obtained by following 
conditions. 
1 The basic curve passes though the peak load point 

(Hm = Keom + α10~ + α20~) 
II The gradient of this curve is zero at the peak load 

point. 

(Ke + 2α1δ前 +3α20~ = 0) 
Thus α1 and α2 can be deterτnined by the following 
equatlOns. 

E '，~ 玉三ゴ
ーよ歩二十~

α1 = 3Hm/o~ -2 Ke/δm 

αzニ Ke/δゐ-2Hm/o~ 

H A(札血)一翌十)

>~;-; (Om，Hm) 
I//メグ Ke

δ 

M(-) (幽Om，-Hm)

Figure 2. Raising curves 

(2) 

(3) 

When unloading happened at point A (UA' HA) in the 
curve 1， as shown in Figure 2， the loading direction 
reversed to minus. From the point A， a new curve (the 
curve 2 in Figure 2) can be approx加latedby the same 

equation， but the values of H，δ， Hm and δm in Eq. 
(1 )~(3) should be converted to the relative value of the 
start point of the curve (point A). Derivation of these 

values (Hmラδm)will be demonstrated in the next chapter. 

2.1ユThesub c町田

Following a gradually increasing loading pattem， like a 
quasi-static test， the n巴whysteretic curve巴nvelopesor 
traces th巴 oldones， before peak load. But following a 
random loading path， like a hybrid test， some hysteretic 
curves appear inside old curves. 
A sub curve is a hysteretic curve which connects two 
unloaded points and appears slower stiffuess decr巴asing
than a basic curve. 
For example an unloading happens at point B on basic 



curve 2 in Figure 2， a gradually increasing loading path 
is obtained by connecting unloaded points A and B by 
sub curve. The loading path after unloaded point A will 
go forward following the original basic curve 1 until 
peak load point M(十).This sub curve can also be 
expressed by the Eq. (1). Because it is usually difficult to 
find the gradient of the sub curve at the starting point A， 
for determining the equation of the curve using Eq. (1)， 
the third term coe丘icientα2in the Eq. (1) is dropped 
and the coefficientα1 is found as following. 

α1 = (HA - HB)/(δA一δB)2-Ke/CむーδB) (4) 

A limit unloading point D can be defined as a special 
point to separate the region defining the sub curve. 
Dragging a basic curve from point D， this basic curve 
will cover the old basic curve 1. Approximately， this 
limit point D can be det巴rminedas the intersection point 
of the current basic curve (curve 2) and the tangent line 
at the starting point of the initial basic curve (point 0 in 
curve 1). 
Provide the unloading basic curves will be used after 
limit point D， then the curve 4 in Figure 2， for example， 
will be determined as a basic curve. On the other handラ

when unloading is before point D， the loading curve is 
defined as sub curve， like curve 3 in Figure 2. 
It is means thatラ froman unloading point B， which is 
before limit point D， as shown in the figureラ theloading 
follows the sub curve 3 until point A. After point A， 
loading path follows the rest part of the previous basic 
c町四 1(the part企ompoint A to point M(十)).
If unloading happens before point A， the loading is 
following the sub curve at that time， so that another sub 
curve will be used to lead the loading to go back to point 
B， and so on. 

2.2. Deterioration Curve 

There are three considerations to determine the 
deterioration curve. To evaluate the deterioration 
behavior of steel pier， the effect of P-d should firstly be 
considered， because the descending ofhorizontal force is 
not only caused by deterioration of capacity of the pier 
due to horizontal extemal force but also caused by P-d 
effect due to the vertical force. 
U弓lenthe defonnation of a pier becomes relatively large， 
tlle P-O moment at base of piers will become more and 
more significant. Therefore， instead of using horizontal 
force directlyラ the“equivalenthorizontal force"， as 
mentioned hereafter， is introduced to evaluate the 
deterioration of capability of steel pier企omresults of 
quasl・stahctests. 
Secondlyラ th巴 accumulation value of deterioration 
displacement is applied to evaluate the damage 
accumulation of steel pier column. 
Finally， in the following section， the relationship of the 
accumulated deterioration displacement and equivalent 
horizontal force will be discussed， and an approximate 
equation to express this relationship is proposed to 
calculate the hysteretic curves in the deterioration region 

(deterioration curves). 

2.2.1. The equivalent horizontal force 

Consider a pier， with effective height is h， subjected to a 
horizontal force H and a constant axis vertical force P， 
and caused horizontal displacementδラ asillustrated in 
Figure 3.The moment at the base ofthe pier (MB) can be 
expressed by the following equation. 

MB = Hh+Pδ(5)  

h 

Heq=M叶1

H 

心づ

'--"" l¥生子=1畳I+PU

Figur巴3.Definition of equivalent horizontal force Heq 

If the horizontal force H descends with the increasing 
of horizontal displacementδin deterioration regionラ it
could be deduced企omEq.(5) that this descending is not 
only caused by the descending of base resistance 
moment， but also caused by the increasing of P-0 

moment. 
Considering this， we defme the equivalent horizontal 
force Heq by the following equation to evaluate the 

descending ofpier column's capacity. 

Heq = MB = H +Pδjh (6) 

2.2.2. The accumulated deterioration displacement 

Figure 4 shows a half cyclic hysteretic curve containing a 
deterioration part. The deterioration starts from the peak 
load point M(dmヲHm)and ends at the unloading point 

U(du' Hu). The displacement length experienced in this 

deterioration part can be expressed as op =ι-δ前

Let the deterioration displacement experienced in the iID 

(i) cycle is denoted as o~ ・ After n cycles， once the 
displacement go further than the displacement at the 
peak load of the present cyclic (Om)， the accumulated 
deterioration displacement Lδd is updated by the 
following equation using the present displacement O. 

Zδd = Llo~i) 1 + Iδ-oml (7) 
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Figure 4. Deterioration displacement 

2.2.3. D巴teriorationcurve 

A quadratic equation is proposed as following to descript 
the relationship between the equivalent horizontal force 
Heq and the accumulated deterioration displacement 

Zδめ

Heq/Hy = Heq，m/Hy +戸1Lδd/δ'y+ sz(玄δd/δy)Z(8)
where Heq，m is the initial maximum value of equivalent 

horizontal force that can be obtained by following 
equatlOn， 

Heq，m = Hmo + Pδmo/h (9) 
where omo and H1ηo is the displacement and the 
horizontal force of the initial peak load po泊tthat can be 
obtained by a cyclic loading test (quasi・static test) or 
FEM cyclic 10ading analysis. The par創neters1 and sz 
can be detennined by the least-squares method from the 
quasi-static loading test data 
The deterioration curve， which is the H・orelationship 
starting from peak load' point until unloading， can be 
obtained by the following procedur・e.
1 Calcu1ate the accumulated deterioration 

disp1acement (Lδd) by Eq.(7). 
11 Substitute Lむ into Eq.(8) to estimate the 

equiva1ent horizontal force Heq. 

III Calculate the horizontal force H by Eq.(6). 

2.3. After Deterioration 

The deterioration of horizontal force is nonnally caused 
by loca1 buckling at the near bottom of the pi巴rs.Once 
the pier experienced deteriorationラ evenin only one 
loading direction， deterioration of the sti白less and 
decline of the peak load can be observed in both loading 
directions. After det巴rioration，the raising curves sti1l 
follow the basic hysteretic ru1es as mentioned before. 
However， the updates of peak load points and the 
stiffness are necessary. 

2.3.1. Deterioration of elastic sti缶less

It ca叩nbe巴approximate1y assumed t白haぽtthe e1astic s坑剖ti伍1児es路s 
Ke dete飢r‘句rat印巴slinea釘r1かy with the increasing of the 
accumulated deteぽriorat臼ion displacemerr凶lILδd. This 
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relationship can be approximated by the following linear 
equatlOn. 

Ke / Keo = 1 + Y Lδd/δy (10) 
where Keo is the initial elastic sti曲less，and the slope 
parameter y can be detennined企omthe quasi-static test 
by 1east-square method. 

2.3.2. The Update ofpeak load point 

An example of hysteretic curve for the pier experienced 
deterioration in p1us direction is shown in Figure 5. From 
point A in this figure， a hysteretic curve AM'2 can be 
obtained as a basic curveラ wherethe po泊tM'z is the 
peak 10ad point of the minus direction after deterioration. 
In this way， when t出h巴p戸i巴ぽrhad 巴xperienced deterioration 
in p1us s討id巴仇ラ t白h巴 p巴akload point 泊 mi泊nusside mov巴S
f仕romoriginal peak point Mz to a n巴wpe悶akpoin附tM'2 
a出si1lustrated in this figure. The equivalent hor包ontal

force H'eq，M2 at point M'z can be approximately 

assumed as same as the value Heq，A at point A. That is， 

H'eq，M2ニ Heq，A (11) 
It has been observed from many test results that peak 

load of equiva1ent horizontal force Heq in both plus and 

minus direction will be considered descending equally. 
It is also assumed that the displacement of peak point 

will change fonn Om，z to O'm，z， as illustrated in Figure 
7. The di幻ance0; between displacement ofth巴original

peak 10ad point M2 and that ofnew peak load point M'2 
can be expressed as following. 

5G=δm，2ー δ'm，2 (12) 
The value of何 canbe predicted by exan巾 ethe 

relationship with the experienced deterioration 

displacement op in the last hysteretic loop. The 

relationshio of 0::' with δis assumed as following， y ~^ ~p ".... ~p 

月 =μOp (13) 

where the parameterμcan be obtained by least-square 
method企omtest data. 

H，q 

Ml 

/ 
/1 4 f  
/ I Bシ/

/ I c-託証 Ü:n，2 ，亘~~M2)
内2(δm，2 ， H~q阻)

Figure 5. Hysteretic rules after deterioration 

δ 

The basic curve could be obtained for the region from 
the un10ading point A to the peak point M'2・Itmeans 



that the new peak load point ofplus direction， which was 

the point M1 ， will be updated to the unloading point A. 

2.4. Parameters for hysteresis model 

As stated above， to detennine the approximate hysteretic 
curvesラ followingparameters are necessary. 

I. Initial peak load point (omo， Hmo) 
II. The parameter sl and s2' which determine the 
deterioration curve. 
III. The initial elastic stiffness Keo and parameter y， 

which can predict the descending of Ke by Lδd. 

rv. The parameterμ， which predicts the shift of peak 
load point. 

3. Quasi-static tests 
The parameters for hysteretic model can be obtained 
from the results of cyclic loading test or FEM cyclic 
loading analysis. The quasi-static tests for box section 
steel pier colurnns are conducted for this pu中ose.

3.1. Test specimens and loading methods 
3.1.1. Test specimens 
The test specimens are made by the steel grade of 
SM490. Six mm thick steel plates are used to make 
square section piers with 450mm width. There are 2 ribs 
behind each surfaces of th巴 boxsection to stiffen the 
panel from local buckling. Three kinds of specimens， 
which have different diaphragm intervals as 450mmラ

。。門

225mm and 150mm， are prepared. Names of these 
specimens describe using their diagram interval， as D450ラ

D225 and D150. Two specimens for each type are used 
for the cyclic loading tests. Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows 
the side view and the section view of specimens. The 
sizes and parameters of specimens are listed in Table 1. 
The width-thickness ratio param巴terRRラ RFand the 
length-to回 slendemessratio parameter入 arecalculated 
by following equations. 

Rn = ~ /ay 12立二2
R-t j Eπ2kR 

(14) 

b Iσy 12(1 -v2) 

一一 i一一一一一一一 (15) 
t~ E π2kp 

2hぽ:
一一_h云 (16) 

T べJE
kR = 4η(17)  

(1 +α2)2 + nyz 
kp = ' _.u.. ， __" ~' ， (18) 

α2(1 +ηδz) 
where αis the aspect ratio of the plate，α。isthe limit 

aspect ratioラ yzis supplement member's stiffness rate，δl 
is the area rate of one supplement member divided by 
whole section area， b and t is the width and thiclmess of a 
panelラ ris the equivalent radiation of the cross section， h 

is the e宜ectiveheight ofthe test model pier， kR， kp ar巴
the buckling coefficient shown in Eq.(17) and (18) 
respectively. 

Figure 6. The side views of specimens 
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Fig.7 The section view for all types of specimens 

Table 1. Geometry sizes of specimens 

Specimen D150 

b (lmn) 450 

t (mm) 6 

hs (mm) 55 

D(mm) 450 225 150 

む (mm) 6 

h (lmn) 2400 

A(mm2) 13300 

1 (mm4) 4.06xl08 

Table 2. Geometry parameters of specimens 

Specimen RR RF 入 λ5 Y/Y* 

D450 0.336 0.368 2.5 

D225 0.517 0.170 0.397 0.l83 10.5 

D150 0.113 0.l23 26.7 

3.1.2. Loading method 

Each specimen is subjected to the prescribed horizontal 
displacement pattem under a constant axial verticalload 
P of 0.15 times the squash load Py. Py (=4320 kN) is 
obtained企omthe nominal yield stress ofSM490. 
Four strain gages are pasted at 30mm distance from the 
bottom to measure the strain at the base of specimen. The 
yield displacement and strength are recorded when the 
S甘ainat the base of each specimen reaches the yield 

stram Ey 

As a basic loading pattemラ thespecimen is loaded by 

controlling displacements as士0.5dy， f: ldy (3 cycles)， 

f: 1.5dy，f:2dy (3 cycles)， and so on. After experienced 
the peak value of horizontal load (Hm)， the loading 
displacement is increased by ldy in each cycle until 

collapse. 
The test D450・1is the frrst quasi聞 statictest using 
specimen D450， which loading pa抗ernis such that the 
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loading displacement is increased by ldy after 2 loading 

cycles before peak load in this test 

3.2 Test Result 

Tensile coupon test results for each specimen type are 
listed in Table-3 

Table 3. Result of material tests 

(Jy Ey E σu 
Specimen 

(N/mm2) (xl0-6) (N/mm2) (N/ nnn2) 

D450 415 1961 2.25xl05 568 

D225 409 2011 1.98xl05 546 

D150 384 1858 2.07x105 505 

For each specimen typeラ れ耳oquasi-static tests are 
conducted， using the specimen named as D450-1， 
D450-2， D225・1，D225-2， D150・1and Dl50・2.The yield 
yield displacement dy and yield force Hy， which are 
defined by the yield strainラ andthe initial elastic sti白less
Keo obtained as average for various specimen types 
企omthese tests are listed in Table 4. 
In Figure 8 (a)~(f)， the solid lines illustrate the H幽 δ
loading history， where H and δar巴 normalizedby Hy 

and Oy respectively. From these figures， the initial peak 

load points (omo，Hmo) can be obtained and the average 
of two test results for s創netype of specimens are 
obtained and listed in Table 4. 
Following the method presented aboveラ therelationships 
between Heq andδd are obtained企omthe quasi-static 

tests as presented in Figure 9 (a)~(c). From these figures， 
approximate deterioration curves are found by applying 
Eq.(8). The parameters sl and s2 in Eq.(8) are 
detennined by the least-squares method and listed in 
Table 4. 
It can be seen from these figures that the deterioration 
curves are fitted with Eq.(8) for all type of specimens 
with different parameters sl， sz. 
By the same way， the deterioration relationships of 
Ke-δd and the廿regressionby Eq.(10) are presented in 
Figure 10 (a)~(c). 

The relationships of 0; -bp of test da匂 andthe 

approx出laterelation applying Eq.(13) are presented in 
Figure 11 (a)~(c). 
From these figures， it can be seen that the proposed 
approximate equations， Eq.(10) and (12)， accurately 
present the deterioration for the elastic stiffness and the 
disp lacement shi丘inpeak load po泊ts.For all spec加lens，
the specific values ofthe parameter y， which decide the 
deterioration of Ke with δd， and the values of 
par凱neterμ(whichdecide the displacement shift of 
peak load poi凶持 bydeterioration displacement 九)
are obtained and listed in Table 4. 



Table 4. Hysteretic parameters企omquasi-static tests 

Specimen 
Oy Hy KeO Omo Hmo sl 日2 Y μ 

(mrn) (むの (kN/ mrn) (mm) (kN) (x 10-2) (xl0つ) (x 10-2) 

D450 12.4 201 16.3 42.7 344 -6.47 l.51 -2.55 0.623 

D225 15.0 238 15.9 38.5 408 -9.06 3.41 幽 0.l86 0.871 

Dl50 14.8 242 16.4 36.2 390 -8.3 2.79 ー1.21 0.904 

λ
Z
¥
Z
 

%y  

(a) D450-1 

Z
¥
 6 -6 

一一一一 Test
一一ー Simulation

(c) D225・l

Z
¥
 6 -6 

一一一一Test
一一一 Simulation

(e) Dl50-1 

6 

一一一一 Test
一一一一 Simulation

%y  

(b) D450-2 

〉、

司、、、
匡

6 

(d) D225-2 

h
z
¥司 -6 4 6 

一一一一 Test

一一一 Simulation

Figure 8. H-δloading history 

(t) D150-2 

After obtaining aII necessary parameters， the H-δ 
loading histories were simulated and compared with the 
displacements history of the quasi-static tests， as shown 

in Fig.ll (a) ~ (t). It can be seen from these figures that 
the resuIts of simulation based on curve approximate 
hysteretic model are very similar to the loading tests. 
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(b) D225 
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(c) D150 

Figure 9. The relationships of Heq and Od 

4. Hybrid Test 
The hybrid loading tests are conducted to compare with 
simulation results by the curve approximate hysteretic 
model for steel piers. The specimens (D450ヲ D225，
D150) are used with the scale rate S=4 for real bridg巴
piers to obtain the corresponding restoring force of the 
full scaled single bridge pier model. The Newmark s 
method (戸=1/6)is applied to solve the vibration equation 
as a displacement prediction procedure using initial 
sti血児院 underthe time interval of M=O.O 1 sec and the 
dampingratio ofO.05. 
Hybrid tests and simulations are performed using six 
accelerograms of the Kobe Earthquake: NS and EW 
components recorded in Japan Meteorological Agency 
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(c) Dl50 

Figure 10. Deterioration of elastic sti白less

(JMA-NSラ JlV仏・EWラ GroundType 1); NS and EW 
components recorded in Japan Railway Takatori station 
(JRT-NSラ JRT-EW，Ground Type 11); NS and EW 
components recorded in Port-island Kobe Bridge 
(PKB剖 S，PKB-EW， Ground Type III). Program of the 
hybrid tests and simulations are listed in Table-5. 

5. Comparison of tests and simulations 
The inelastic time history seismic response analysis with 
the proposed curve approximate hysteretic model is 
conducted to simulate hybrid tests. The hysteretic loops， 
respons巴displacementtime histories， maximum response 
displacements， residue displacements and energy 
absorptions are compared with the result of simulation to 



evaluate the accuracy ofthe curve approximate hysteretic 
model. 
Figure12 shows the hysteretic loops and time histories of 
response displacement obtained by test and simulation as 
well. Solid lines in Figure 12 show the result of test， and 
dashed lines show the result企omsimulation. 
The hysteretic loops based on hysteretic model are 
obtained to be very similar with the test results. The 
response displacement time histories obtained by 
simulation also precisely agree with tests， whereas in 
cases ofNo.l， No.2， No.6 and No.7， there are differences 
担 responseafter the maximum displacement. 
In these cases， bridge piers are excited by accelerograms 
of JRT (NS and EW)， and caused the response over 10 
cycles of severe plastic loops. The hysteretic loops are 
difficult to predict in severe plastic cycles. The 
accumulation of error is considered as the reason of the 
above difference in response. 
The maximum response displacement (Omax) may be one 
of the most important indicators in the response 
perfonnance based seismic design for steel piers. The 
accuracy of analysis method mainly accounts for the 
precision of the prediction of maximum response 
displacement of piers. Figure13 shows a comparison of 
the maximum response displacement between tests and 
simulation. As can be seen， the maximum response 
displacements due to the simulations are almost as same 
as that ofhybrid tests. 
The average error in maximum response displacement 
between simulations and hybrid tests is merely 5%， and 
the largest difference is less than 1 oy 

The residual displacement (or) is a main indicator in 
estimation of the recovery capacity of the bridge pier 
after strong ground motion. Figure 14 shows comparison 
oftest and simulation in residual displacementラ wherethe 
residual displacement of simulation predicted the tests 
results almost correct， with the absolute average 
discrepancy of only 0.35Oy. 
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Table 5. Tests and Simulation Numbers and their Settings 

Excitation Accelerograms 

日t1A JRT PKB 
Specimen Type S 

(Ground Type 1) (Ground Type II) (Ground Type III) 

NS EW NS EW NS EW 

D450 4 No.l No.2 ー-

D450 6 "ー No.3 伽・ ーー.

D225 4 No.4 No.5 No.6 No.7 No.8 No.9 

D150 4 同国 No.lO No.ll ーー 歯固
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Comparison in energy absorption of bridge pier under 
seismic excitation between tests and simulations is 
indicated in Figur巴 15.The energy absorption due to the 
curve approx凶 atehysteretic model provides almost as 
same results as that of the hybrid test. The average e町or
is merely 3%. 

6. Conclusion 
In this s同dy，a curve approximate hysteresis model for 
steel bridge pier columns is proposed. The inelastic 
cyclic and deterioration behaviors of steel pier columns 
are investigated， taking into account of the P-o effect. 
Based on a series of quasi-static and hybrid tests， the 

84 

accuracy of seismic response simulation applying the 
proposed curve approximate hysteretic model was 
discussed. It may be concluded企omthis study as 
follows. 
(1) The horizontal force-displacement relationship of 

steel pier columns is approximated by polynomial 
curves. It can estimate well the behavior of steel 
piers subjected to seismic excitations. 

(2) The first peak load point of steel pier can be 
considered as a constant point in the H・ohysteresis 
relationship. 
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(3) The average difference between the hybrid tests and 
the simulations for the maximum response 
displacement， the residual displacement and the 
energy absorption are 5%， 22% and 3% 
respectively. 

(4) The load-displacem巴nthysteretic curve due to 
approximate hysteretic model can precisely 
evaluate the seismic response and the damage of 
steel pier columns under s仕ongground motions. 
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